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Abstract: This narrative review is a detailed look at how we make multiple-choice questions (MCQs)
based on medical cases in today’s medical teaching. Moving from old-style MCQs to ones that are
more related to real clinical situations is really important. It helps in growing critical thinking and
practical use, especially since MCQs are still the primary method for testing knowledge in medicine.
We look at the history, design ideas, and both manual and computer-based methods that have helped
create MCQs. Technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
are receiving a lot of focus for their ability to automate the creation of question. We also talk about the
challenges of using real patient cases, like the need for exact clinical information, reducing unclear
information, and thinking about ethical issues. We also investigate the measures of validity and
reliability that are crucial to maintaining the honesty of case-based MCQs. Finally, we look ahead,
speculating on where medical education is headed as new technologies are incorporated and the
value of case-based evaluations continues to rise.

Keywords: medical case-based multiple-choice questions (CB-MCQs); distractors; artificial intelligence
(AI); natural language processing (NLP)

1. Introduction

The field of medical education has consistently been at the cutting edge of integrating
innovative approaches and strategies to improve student learning and evaluation due to
its dynamic character. The multiple-choice question (MCQ) is a significant evaluation tool
that has been well recognized for its efficiency, objectivity, and capacity to encompass a
wide range of knowledge in a brief manner [1]. MCQs were initially implemented with
the intention of optimizing the testing procedure and establishing uniformity. However,
they have since progressed to encompass broader educational goals, covering not only
memorization but also the development of critical thinking skills and the ability to make
clinical decisions [2].

Nevertheless, due to the growing emphasis on the practicality of clinical knowledge
and the significance of problem-solving abilities in the medical education framework, there
has been a shift in the approach towards including case-based MCQs. These kinds of
questions offer students the opportunity to engage with clinical scenarios that they may
experience during their professional practice, therefore facilitating the integration of theo-
retical knowledge with practical implementation [3]. The aforementioned transformation is
not solely a result of pedagogical inclination, but rather stems from the necessity for physi-
cians to possess proficiency in navigating practical clinical predicaments and in rendering
well-informed judgments.

The rapid expansion of technology, particularly the emergence of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), has significantly enhanced this field, provid-
ing resources that can assist in the automated creation of case-based MCQs. The previously
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mentioned developments exhibit potential in enhancing the process of question production,
guaranteeing a broader scope, and delivering personalized learning experiences [4].

The purpose of this narrative review is to provide a thorough examination of the
development of medical case-based MCQs, covering their origins and recent technology
breakthroughs and discussing their importance, methodology, and potential future direc-
tions [5–8].

1.1. Historical Background

MCQs were first developed during the early 20th century, representing a significant
departure from the conventional essay-based exams that were commonly used during that
era [9]. MCQs are appealing, standardized assessments which have the ability to bring
uniformity to the evaluation process, hence guaranteeing a consistent gauge of students’
knowledge and skills within extensive groups. According to Stough (1993), this particular
structure enabled the use of objective grading methods and streamlined the evaluation
process for a diverse range of subjects, all within a constrained timeframe [6].

1.2. Structure of a Case-Based MCQ

Irrespective of their role, case-based MCQs follow a standard format [10,11] as follows:

• The stem (sometimes the portion referred to as the “question”). This might consist
of a simple question, but might also be more complex, and include a scenario and
media. The key element in creating a robust multiple-choice question is to ensure
that the stem is well-defined and focused. The stem of the query must contain the
primary concept.

• Alternatives (sometime referred to as “options”). These include all the items, from
which the user must select one.

• Answer (sometimes referred to as the “correct answer” or the “key”). This is one of
the alternatives, and is the actual required answer to the question. The crucial charac-
teristic is that the selected option deemed as accurate must be absolutely indisputable,
without any doubt or debate. It is preferable to have a manuscript citation or reference
on hand for verification purposes. When providing a correct answer, beware of using
ambiguous phrases like “frequently”, “often”, “rarely”, or “sometimes”. These hints
indicate that an answer is correct and demonstrate test-taking intelligence rather than
subject content knowledge.

• Distractors. There are all the alternatives that are not the answer. From a cognitive
perspective, it is acceptable to have two distractors. However, in health sciences testing,
it is more common to have three or four distractors. Writing plausible distractors can
be the most difficult aspect of developing a well-formulated examination.

Table 1 gives an example showing the constituents of a case-based MCQ [4].

Table 1. The constituents of a case-based MCQ. Note that the Answer (key) and the Distractors
together form the Alternatives.

Case-Based MCQ Example Constituent

A 50-year-old man has had gradually progressive hand weakness. He
has atrophy of the forearm muscles, fasciculations of the muscles of

the chest and arms, hyperreflexia of the lower extremities, and
extensor plantar reflexes. Sensation is not impaired. Which of the

following is the most likely diagnosis?

Stem

A. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Answer (or key)
B. Dementia, Alzheimer’s type Distractor 1

C. Guillain–Barré syndrome Distractor 2
D. Multiple cerebral infarcts Distractor 3

E. Multiple sclerosis Distractor 4
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1.3. Transition to Clinical Significance

Initial MCQs primarily emphasized the retrieval of factual information. However,
educators swiftly acknowledged the necessity of assessing more advanced cognitive abil-
ities, particularly within the intricate and diverse field of medicine. During the 1980s,
there was an increasing focus on the alignment of MCQs with clinical scenarios, thereby
replicating authentic medical situations that students may face during medical practice [12].
The transition discussed in this context was motivated by a pedagogical shift towards
problem-based and team-based learning. This approach placed greater importance on the
application of acquired knowledge in clinical settings, as opposed to solely focusing on
knowledge acquisition [13].

1.4. Emergence of Case-Based MCQs

The advent and fast acceptance of case-based MCQs in the late 20th and early 21st
centuries might be seen as a continuation of the focus on clinical relevance. The ques-
tions presented in this study were based on actual or simulated patient scenarios, and
examinees were expected to apply their knowledge, analyze clinical data, and make well-
informed decisions. These activities closely resembled the responsibilities of a practicing
physician [4].

1.5. Integration of Technology

The emergence of the digital era brought about a significant transformation in the
development and administration of MCQs. The prevalence of computer-based testing has
led to the emergence of increasingly interactive and dynamic question styles. Concurrently,
the incorporation of Artificial Intelligence and data analytics caused an impact on the
construction of MCQs, presenting the possibility of customization and adaptive testing [2].

It can be inferred that the aforementioned points collectively support the notion that
MCQs in medical education have evolved in parallel with the broader educational and
technological advancements within the profession, progressing from their modest origins
to their present complex forms. The enduring significance of their contribution to the devel-
opment of proficient and analytically minded medical practitioners is unquestioned [14,15].

2. The Significance of Case-Based MCQs

The primary objective of medical education is not only to provide students with
fundamental knowledge, but also to provide them with the abilities required to effectively
use this knowledge in practical clinical situations. Case-based MCQs are an essential tool
in this pursuit, providing numerous unique benefits.

2.1. The Integration of Theory and Practice

Case-based MCQs provide a connection between theoretical medical principles and
practical clinical scenarios. The questions presented to students involve real or theoretical
patient scenarios, which necessitate the navigation of complicated clinical reasoning. This
approach aims to foster a more profound comprehension and practical application of
academic information [14].

2.2. Evaluating Higher-Order Cognitive Abilities

Traditional MCQs frequently assess the ability to recall factual information. On the
other hand, case-based MCQs require the utilization of advanced cognitive abilities, such
as analysis, application, and evaluation. The promotion of critical thinking and decision-
making skills, which are fundamental abilities for healthcare professionals, is achieved by
involving the students in clinical vignettes [16].

2.3. Improving Clinical Readiness

The process of clinical decision-making encompasses more than the simple recollec-
tion of knowledge; it necessitates the integration of information within the limitations
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of ambiguity and time sensitivity. According to Chéron et al., case-based MCQs effec-
tively replicate these obstacles, hence enhancing students’ readiness for real-world clinical
responsibilities [5].

2.4. Embracing Contemporary Pedagogical Approaches

The trend towards problem-oriented combined learning in medical education is well-
supported by the utilization of case-based MCQs. Zhao et al. posits that student-centered
education is promoted by fostering an environment that encourages students to actively
engage in the process of learning [15].

2.5. The Provision of Objective Assessment Metrics

Although case-based MCQs contain a substantial amount of information, they con-
tinue to possess the inherent objectivity associated with the MCQ format. Zhao et al.
assert that the implementation of this approach guarantees impartial evaluation and pro-
vides quantifiable measures that may be utilized for the goals of feedback, enhancing the
curriculum, and achieving accreditation [15].

2.6. Enhancing Proficiency in Differential Diagnosis Abilities

Frequently, case-based MCQs pose scenarios wherein symptoms may correspond to
many illnesses, necessitating students to discern and rank potential diagnoses based on
their relative importance. Engaging in this activity enhances their proficiency in differential
diagnosis, a fundamental component of clinical practice [14].

Case-based MCQs serve a dual purpose beyond mere evaluation, as they play a crucial
role in developing a prospective physician’s clinical expertise by facilitating the integration
of theoretical knowledge with practical application. These questions effectively bridge the
divide between academic learning and real-world medical practice. The role they play in
contemporary medical education is undeniably essential and significant [6].

3. Approaches for Generating Case-Based MCQs

The creation of case-based MCQs, which play a crucial role in evaluating practical
medical knowledge, can be accomplished using both conventional human techniques and
novel automated methods. Every methodology inherently possesses its unique array of
benefits and challenges.

3.1. Generation through Manual Procedures

In the ensuing subsections, a detailed exploration regarding the manual generation
procedure will be undertaken. Manual generation delineates a methodology whereby
textual or content creation is executed solely by human authors, devoid of any incorporation
or interference from technological apparatuses or systems. The manual formulation of
case-based MCQs occurs through several stages:

a. Selection of Topic: During the initial phase, educators execute a meticulous selection
of a medical subject or issue that bears relevance to the curriculum, as indicated by
Al-Rukban [7]. If the institution uses Learning Objectives, then these must also be
noted to ensure that the questions are aligned with them.

b. Development of Case Scenario: This phase entails the crafting of a patient scenario
which could be derived from either authentic experiences or hypothetical situations,
aiming to construct a contextual framework. Typical elements of a patient’s medical
record integrate their medical history, vital statistics, laboratory results, and other
pertinent information [14].

c. Question Framing: The core objective of framing questions is to evaluate understand-
ing, analysis, or application in connection with the presented case study [7,14].

d. Distractor generation: Distractor conceptualization involves formulating conceivable
incorrect alternatives (distractors) that are coherent and non-deceptive, a notion
underscored by Al-Rukban and Kurdi [7,14].
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e. Validation: The refinement and validation of MCQs are optimized through a peer
review, executed by educationalists and clinical experts. This collaborative method-
ology ascertains the enhancement of question clarity, accuracy, and pertinence [14].

3.2. Challenges of Manual Generation

There are several challenges and constraints associated with the generation of case-
based MCQs. The process of creating case-based MCQs of superior quality using manual
means can be a time-consuming endeavor, as noted by Leo et al., (2019) [4]. Also, the
presence of prejudice is a possibility in educational settings, as the personal biases held
by educators might potentially impact the formulation and presentation of questions. In
addition, the diversity of manually constructed MCQs may be limited, as they may not
cover the full range of probable clinical circumstances or question styles [17].

3.3. The Process of Automated Generation

The advent of digital transformation in the field of education has given rise to the
utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP) as highly
effective instruments. According to Zhang et al. these systems possess the capability to
analyze extensive quantities of text, detect patterns within the data, and provide queries
that are contextually appropriate [18].

The tools and techniques are employed in the process of generating MCQs auto-
matically. Firstly, the database-driven approach involves the utilization of algorithms to
extract information from medical ontology or texts in order to generate questions that are
grounded in current, evidence-based content [6]. In addition, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools such as Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) and Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) are utilized to analyze medical texts. These tools
are capable of extracting essential concepts and relationships from the texts, enabling the
generation of preliminary MCQs [19]. Additionally, according to Torrealba et al., adaptive
learning systems, which are powered by artificial intelligence, have the capability to modify
the difficulty level of MCQs based on the performance of individual students [19]. This
adaptive approach aims to optimize the learning process.

3.4. The Advantages and Obstacles Associated with Automated Generation

There exist numerous advantages associated with the automated creation of case-
based MCQs. Firstly, the ability to generate a substantial quantity of questions quickly
is considered an important aspect of efficiency in question creation [4]. In addition, the
continuous updates from medical databases guarantee the relevance of the content. Also,
diversity can be achieved by incorporating a range of question styles and clinical settings.

One potential issue with automatically generated MCQs is the potential lack of depth
and clinical relevance in the absence of human scrutiny [6]. Also, the potential degradation
of the educator’s role in curriculum design is a significant ethical consideration associated
with the over-reliance on artificial intelligence (AI).

4. Principles for Designing Case-Based MCQs

The creation of efficient MCQs that are based on specific cases requires the integration
of a comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter and the use of robust design guidelines.
These guidelines ensure that MCQs not only evaluate knowledge but also align with the
intended educational and assessment goals.

4.1. Authenticity of Cases

A key concept in the formation of case-based MCQs involves the crucial aspect of
verifying the validity of the scenarios. It is crucial that these scenarios accurately resemble
authentic clinical circumstances that clinicians commonly experience. This approach is
based on the premise that incorporating real-life scenarios can improve students’ capacity
to apply their theoretical knowledge in practical clinical settings. These exemplars act as
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instrumental methods to equip students with the essential capabilities and insights needed
to adeptly navigate prospective practical impediments encountered in their forthcoming
professional pursuits [17].

4.2. Precision and Clarity in Language

The imperative of clarity cannot be overstated in formulating scenarios and the sub-
sequent inquiries, necessitating the employment of precise and unambiguous language
whilst omitting superfluous details. A meticulously composed MCQ ensures the assess-
ment of students on accurate medical knowledge and reasoning capabilities, rather than
their prowess in interpreting intricate or obscure language. The cornerstone of impartial
assessment lies in clear articulation, ensuring equal accessibility for all examinees [20].

4.3. Pertinent and Rigorous Distractors

Crafting exemplary distractors demands an amalgamation of artistic and analytical
aptitudes. Distractors need to be plausible and closely connected to the scenario provided to
ensure a rigorous selection process. The aim is to formulate distractors that can discriminate
between students with genuine subject mastery and those with superficial or misconstrued
understanding. Effective distractors, as per Salam et al., can provide profound insights into
students’ understanding levels [21].

4.4. Incorporation of Clinical Reasoning

Beyond assessing rudimentary factual knowledge, case-based MCQs are robust indi-
cators of clinical reasoning capabilities. It is crucial for educators to foster critical analysis,
interpretation, and the pragmatic application of accumulated knowledge among students.
By integrating clinical reasoning within assessments, educators can ensure that students
are assimilating and applying knowledge adeptly within medical paradigms [22].

4.5. Facilitation of Feedback

Learning is an ongoing process that extends beyond answering; constructive feedback
catalyzes and refines learning experiences. Providing explanations for both correct and
incorrect responses is recommended, acting as an efficacious mechanism for solidifying
knowledge, correcting misinterpretations, and deepening understanding [23].

4.6. Conformity with Educational Objectives

Every MCQ should align with the educational goals and aims of the curriculum or
specific module being addressed. The alignment of assessment tools is crucial in ensuring
their relevance and fairness, since they accurately measure the specific knowledge and
skills that students are expected to acquire [24].

4.7. Recurrent Evaluation and Validation

Given the evolving landscape of medicine, punctuated by regular breakthroughs and
innovations, continual reassessments and validations of MCQs are essential to uphold their
accuracy and relevance. Employing an ongoing review and validation strategy assures
that assessments remain congruent with the continual transformations within the medical
domain [25].

The intricate composition of case-based MCQs necessitates an intricate balance of
content expertise and foundational educational principles to adequately address and
reflect both the evolving nature of medical knowledge and the diverse learning needs of
students. When formulated in accordance with these guiding principles, MCQs prove to be
important instruments for both instructional purposes and assessment, playing a crucial
role in shaping the future cohort of medical professionals.
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5. Validity and Reliability of Case-Based MCQs

The effectiveness of any assessment instrument, such as case-based MCQs, is pred-
icated on two essential factors: validity and reliability. In order to fulfill their intended
objectives with efficacy, it is imperative that these MCQs yield precise and reliable outcomes
across diverse situations and populations.

5.1. Validity of Case-Based MCQs

Validity describes how well a study or a test really measures what it is supposed to
measure. It is a key idea in testing and crucial in the context of case-based MCQs. These
MCQs should test whether students can use their medical knowledge in real-life situations.
When we talk about the validity of case-based MCQs, there are three main types that can
be considered:

• Content validity: This measures the extent to which the MCQs cover the topics and
relevant clinical areas. It is important to select cases that show the many different
situations that doctors might face [6].

• Criterion-related validity: This measures the extent to which the results from these
MCQs match results from other tests measuring the same skills or knowledge. For
example, you could check how well scores from a case-based MCQ test compare
with scores from a hands-on clinical exam, following the ideas of Messick et al. [26].
Criterion-related validity can be further divided into concurrent validity (comparing
to an established tool) and predictive validity (for predicting future outcomes) [27].

• Construct validity: This measures the extent to which the MCQs test the theoretical
ideas that are supposed to be assessed. The questions should be able to effectively
check if the intended theoretical concepts are understood by the students. For exam-
ple, if a collection of MCQs are formulated with the intention of evaluating clinical
reasoning abilities, it may be hypothesized that students who achieve higher scores
on these assessments will possess superior clinical reasoning skills compared to those
who obtain lower scores [28].

5.2. Reliability of Case-Based MCQs

The concept of reliability measures the degree of consistency exhibited by assessment
outcomes. A case-based MCQ that is reliable would demonstrate consistent outcomes
when administered to the same student on multiple occasions or when assessed by differ-
ent examiners.

• Test–retest reliability: Test–retest reliability refers to the assessment of the consistency
of scores obtained by students when they take the same test on several occasions.
According to Nunnally, a strong correlation between the MCQs indicates that they
yield consistent outcomes throughout different time periods [29].

• Internal consistency: Internal consistency refers to the degree to which several items
within an MCQ test produce consistent outcomes. Cronbach’s alpha is a frequently
employed statistical measure for this particular objective. According to Nunnally,
a high result, often over 0.7, signifies that the MCQs effectively assess the same
underlying construct [29]. For test reliability, however, the Kuder–Richarson 20 (KR20)
(when item difficulty is variable) and the KR21 (when the item difficulty is similar) are
preferred [30].

• Inter-rater reliability: Inter-rater reliability is of utmost importance in situations where
questions are open-ended and necessitate manual scoring. The measure assesses the
level of consensus among several raters or examiners. According to Kurdi et al., a high
coefficient of inter-rater reliability signifies a consistent scoring pattern among many
examiners [6].

To be considered effective, case-based MCQs must adhere to the stringent criteria of
both validity and reliability. The utilization of regular evaluations, in conjunction with
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statistical analysis, can assist educators in enhancing MCQs, ensuring their continued
reliability and validity as instruments for evaluating clinical knowledge and reasoning.

Although not directly related to validity and reliability, one can also consider other
measures to assist in evaluating an MCQ test. Among these is a more detailed item analysis
that can be used to check the level of difficulty of each test item and the discrimination
index (to measure the extent to which this item differentiates between weaker and stronger
students). In most instances, if the test is delivered online, then the test-delivery software
calculates these automatically. For more on these, the reader can refer to Carneson et al. [10].

6. Challenges and Controversies in Case-Based MCQs

Case-based MCQs have played an essential part in medical education, providing a
controlled method to evaluate clinical reasoning. Nevertheless, their use is not devoid
of difficulties and controversy. Numerous challenges are involved with medical case-
based MCQs.

• Overemphasis on Recall: One potential issue with MCQs is the tendency to place
excessive emphasis on recall. Although MCQs are effective in evaluating a wide
range of content, there is a valid concern that they primarily measure memorization
rather than comprehensive comprehension or practical application [3]. In order for
case-based MCQs to be truly effective, it is imperative that they redirect their emphasis
from mere memory to the domains of application and synthesis.

• The Importance of Misleading Distractors: The inclusion of effective distractors plays
a vital role in enhancing the discriminatory capacity of MCQs. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that inadequately formulated distractors have the potential to deceive
students, transforming questions into assessments of test-taking abilities rather than
evaluating their clinical reasoning capabilities [31].

• Dependence on Stem Clarity: The importance of stem clarity in determining depen-
dence is of utmost significance. The presence of ambiguous or unnecessarily lengthy
stems in academic assessments may lead to unanticipated challenges, which could
potentially put learners at a disadvantage [31].

• Cultural and Socio-Economic Biases: MCQs may unintentionally include cultural
or socio-economic biases, thereby reflecting the perspectives of the individuals who
authored the questions rather than universally accepted medical information. Kim
and Zabelina (2015) argue that prejudices have the potential to create disadvantages
for specific student groups [32].

• Over-Reliance on Single Best Answer: The practical situations encountered in the
field of medicine rarely possess unequivocal resolutions. According to Scott et al.
(2018), the utilization of single-best-answer MCQs may occasionally result in an
oversimplification of intricate clinical settings [8].

• Security Concerns: Security concerns have emerged due to the widespread use of
digital platforms and student collaboration tools, which have raised apprehensions
over the security of exams and the potential for question-sharing. These concerns pose
significant risks to the overall integrity of the assessment process [33].

• Technology Dependence: The integration of MCQs into digital platforms has led to a
heightened reliance on technology. This presents difficulties pertaining to software
malfunctions, user interface usability, and the issue of digital equity [34].

It is imperative to recognize and confront the issues associated with case-based MCQs
in medical education in order to maintain their effectiveness and impartiality as assess-
ment tools.

7. Future Directions

The field of medical education and evaluation is constantly changing, with ongoing
developments in the design and utilization of case-based MCQs offering potential for
creative breakthroughs.
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According to Larranaga et al., there is a growing trend towards a greater incorporation
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) in the development
and improvement of case-based MCQs [35]. This combination holds the potential to
enhance learning experiences by providing more personalized and adaptive approaches.
The recent progress in these technologies will facilitate the creation of more intricate
evaluation tools capable of conducting a comprehensive analysis of students’ replies and
offering valuable feedback.

The integration of Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) technology has the po-
tential to enhance the intricacy and authenticity of case scenarios, facilitating immersive
learning experiences [36]. These advances have the potential to improve the capacity of
MCQs to evaluate higher-order cognitive abilities and clinical reasoning within simulated
clinical settings.

The use of more advanced security measures is anticipated in the future to address
the issue of cheating and uphold the authenticity of online assessments [37]. The main-
tenance of online examination validity necessitates the implementation of safe browsing
technologies and innovative testing systems.

The forthcoming trend is expected to place greater importance on the recognition and
mitigation of cultural and socio-economic biases in MCQ construction, with the aim of
promoting inclusion and equality in assessment practices [32]. The integration of expertise
from subject matter professionals and diversity specialists can play a significant role in the
development of impartial and fair assessment instruments.

Ongoing verification processes are essential to guarantee that case-based MCQs stay
relevant and compatible with the growing medical educational programs. These ongoing
developments necessitate the establishment of periodic review and validation processes.
This is in accordance with the guidelines provided by the American Educational Research
Association (AERA), American Psychological Association (APA), and National Council on
Measurement in Education (NCME) in 2014 [34].

The integration of adaptive learning technologies and analytical tools will facilitate the
development of customized learning paths, which will align assessments with the unique
requirements and progress of learners [38].

8. Conclusions

The exploration into the development of medical case-based MCQs has spanned its
historical evolution, with foundational design principles, and advancements in methodol-
ogy. The aim of this review was to provide an exhaustive analysis of the intricate processes
involved in formulating medical case-based MCQs, concentrating particularly on their
pivotal role in assessing clinical reasoning and decision-making competencies within medi-
cal education.

Inherent principles governing the construction of case-based MCQs encapsulate a
pronounced emphasis on content validity, reliability, and the amalgamation of clinical
reasoning. These principles fortify the reliability and credibility of MCQs as an assessment
instrument, amplifying their efficacy in orienting medical students for their impending
responsibilities by harmonizing them with pragmatic clinical environments.

However, as underscored in the segment addressing challenges and controversies,
the deployment of case-based MCQs is not exempt from its inherent limitations and
disadvantages. Ongoing attention and resolutions are required to uphold the reliability
and fairness of assessments due to several concerns, including cultural and socio-economic
biases, an excessive focus on recall, and security considerations.

The potential of case-based MCQs in the future appears to be abundant, as technologi-
cal breakthroughs such as artificial intelligence (AI), natural language processing (NLP),
and virtual reality/augmented reality (VR/AR) hold promise in improving the overall
quality, security, and adaptability of these assessments. These technologies have the poten-
tial to provide enhanced and individualized learning experiences, thereby playing a crucial
role in catering to the varied learning requirements of medical students.
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Moreover, the growing recognition and endeavors aimed at tackling diversity, inclu-
sion, and equity in medical education indicate the need for a comprehensive strategy for
developing case-based MCQs in the coming years. The implementation of continuing
measures aimed at mitigating biases and guaranteeing the pertinence and impartiality of
evaluations represents essential actions in the pursuit of educational equity.

In summary, the creation of medical case-based MCQs is a complex and dynamic
area, requiring ongoing improvements and adjustments to align with the growing contexts
of medical education and technology. Although the process is accompanied by various
difficulties, the persistent efforts to surmount these obstacles and introduce novel ap-
proaches are influencing a future that strives to attain enriched educational experiences,
fair evaluations, and finally enhanced healthcare for patients.
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